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INTRODUCTION 

This Market Analysis is the result of an agreement between the City of Brandon, MS and the 
Strategic Consulting Division of the National Association of Sports Commissions (NASC) of 
Cincinnati, Ohio. The staff of the NASC has thirty years of experience in the sports event travel 
market. NASC staff have operated sports facilities, bid on and promoted sports events, 
successfully marketed and sold naming rights, personal seat licenses, and luxury seating packages, 
created our own sports events, operated a privately funded not-for-profit sports commission for 
nine  years,  and  managed  the  industry’s  only  national  association  since  1994.  NASC  personnel  have 
also conducted more than seventy-five studies of sports facilities, including sports facility audits 
and feasibility studies for a variety of indoor and outdoor sports complexes. 

In addition to the resources and experience provided by the NASC, Jack Hughes of Event Service 
and Organization Professionals was enlisted to assist with the market analysis.  Hughes, who 
recently retired as the executive director of the Gainesville Sports Commission, had twenty years 
of experience managing small and mid-market sports commissions and since his retirement, 
consulted with  CVB’s,  sports  commissions  and  other non-profits.  Hughes also had extensive 
event experience ranging from local through national and international events including the US 
National Hot Air Balloon Championship, three United States Olympic Festivals, the 1996 Atlanta 
Paralympic Games, and the Centennial Olympic Games.  He was also an adjunct lecturer at the 
University of Florida. 

Unfortunately, Mr. Hughes passed away in January, 2014. This project was his last. 

In recognition of this experience, the City of Brandon contracted with the NASC for a sports 
facility feasibility study. The primary purposes of the study are to determine if a single sports 
complex and/or more than one sports complex could be built to attract a sufficiently wide range 
of user groups (residents, visitors, events, event owners, and spectators) and to attract sufficient 
sponsor and advertiser support to become viable.  Construction of this facility or facilities would 
be supported by revenue produced by the Better Brandon Now Prepared Food Tax Referendum 
that was passed in July, 2013.  This 2% tax on retail sales of prepared food is to be used to build a 
new youth recreational facility, expand and improve Shiloh Park, and develop new recreational 
opportunities and other elements to provide quality of life improvement for  Brandon’s  citizens. 

Other funding sources for this economic development effort have also been identified.  These 
include  use  of  the  existing  transient  hotel/motel  tax…  often  referred  to  as  a  “bed  tax,”  that  is  paid  
by visitors—not local citizens—when they stay in hotels and motels.  This tax is collected through 
the State of Mississippi, administered through the Rankin First Economic Development 
Authority, and redistributed to local government.  

It is anticipated an application for additional funding will be made to the Mississippi 
Development Authority. The proposed project promises to benefit the area and not just the City 
of Brandon. This report represents the results of our Market Analysis. Based upon the reactions to 
its contents the City of Brandon may decide to direct the NASC to conduct a Financial Analysis 
that will further determine the viability of the project. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Feasibility studies focus on the possibilities of operational and financial success for a project and 
projections of the beneficial impacts that could result.  This study addresses these issues and also 
the  impact  on  local  residents  and  their  quality  of  life…key  reasons why residents voted to approve 
the new tax.  

Analysis of the twin benefits of economic development (from visitor spending) and year-around 
local use provide a broader view of the market and a firmer foundation for determining the 
overall value of the project. 

Shiloh Park has been an excellent facility. It deserves refurbishment, field conversions and 
expansion. 

The park suffers from overuse. Additional fields, improvements to the park itself, and possible 
installation of artificial turf on some existing fields would be desirable. Several excellent plans 
have been prepared to update and improve the look and feel of the park and also add more fields. 
These plans represent what should be the quality of any new construction. 

The evidence suggests that the City of Brandon could benefit from improving and adding to its 
sports facilities. Local demand was established for key sports. And, these same key sports can be 
expected to attract users from drive times of 3 to 10 hours. Important data in support of regional 
users has been provided by Sports Marketing Surveys and included herein. 

This report details how ten tournaments of 100 teams each could produce $15 million in 
direct visitor spending or what could be $25.5 million in economic impact spread from 
Brandon to Flowood, Pearl and Jackson. All of the direct spending would be taxed, and the 
payments will benefit directly the cities, counties and the State of Mississippi. 

The primary focus for your future outside uses may well be on participants between the ages of 10 
and 12. Current research indicates these ages produce the most participants in team sports and 
the largest number of family and friends who choose to accompany the teams. 

Adults cannot be forgotten, for outside uses and residents, as well. Adults nationally are turning 
to sports like mini-soccer, Ultimate Frisbee, Baggo or Cornhole, kickball, pickleball, dodgeball, 
and wiffleball. All of these can be accommodated by the changes suggested. 

Several sports were identified as keys to future development. They are the sports with the greatest 
local participation and the ones most likely to produce beneficial impacts. These are fast pitch 
softball, baseball, and soccer. Consideration was also given to tennis but a completely new 
complex of between 10 and 14 courts would be needed to make a substantial difference in terms of 
economic development potential. 

A tandem and long-term sport tourism marketing effort coupled with growth of new hotels, 
restaurants, and other tourism-related businesses will be important to future successes.  
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A two-venue development program is recommended.  Projects with the best potential for 
addressing quality of life and economic development are substantial redevelopment of 
Shiloh Park and developing diamonds and a trail system near the current equestrian 
center. The center itself could be refurbished and converted to turf fields, batting cages 
and warm-up areas. 

The Rankin Trails Park properties can support sites for multiple baseball and softball fields. 
Because these properties offer unique natural features and an existing equestrian center they are 
ideal for trails and the development of 3D Archery, among others. 

The softball and baseball complexes can be designed to accommodate the needs of larger scale 
tournaments than anything currently possible. 

This same property lends itself to the addition of cycling, adventure racing, and more. 

The equestrian center is underutilized and could be refurbished and the floor converted to a turf 
field. It has tremendous potential for competitive soccer (with  a  focus  on  “short-sided”  games), 
rugby, lacrosse, and youth football. It would also make an excellent practice site for baseball and 
softball. 

Shiloh Park and the Rankin First properties offer the potential for community use throughout the 
year. And, as tournament friendly venues they are easy to reach.  The Rankin First properties 
provide excellent access. They also afford the City of Brandon and its political and economic 
development partners with the potential to create synergistic growth needed to generate 
economic impact over the long-run. There are excellent development opportunities surrounding 
this property. 

Among the conclusions is the suggestion that an advisory committee be created under an 
appointee system that makes the most sense for the City of Brandon. This committee would be 
tasked with supervising the design process, including determining the best way(s) to phase in the 
fields across all three sites. Ultimately the marketing and operations can be shifted to the parks 
and recreation department or under another city or city/county department or organization. 

In any case, professionals experienced in the sports event travel market will ultimately need to 
assume responsibility for maximizing returns. 

Early results from the new tax suggest annual collections might support an investment of as much 
as $8 million. Additional investment by the Mississippi Development Agency would increase the 
beneficial impacts of the project. 

This project will benefit residents in substantial ways. Citizens will be able to pursue their favorite 
outdoor activities, local teams and leagues will be better able to serve demand, and tournaments 
can be staged that will produce substantial numbers of visitors and non-local spending that will 
be felt for many miles outside Brandon. 

The suggested approaches have been divided into plans for Shiloh Park and the Rankin Trails 
property. A very preliminary budget has been provided that shows how the $8 million might be 
invested. The emphasis is on refurbishment of Shiloh Park, conversion of several of its fields to 
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turf to increase playability, and the addition of more rectangular fields and diamonds at Shiloh 
and the Rankin First property, possibly including conversion of the equestrian center to amateur 
sports. 

The recommendations have been made while keeping the following factors in mind: 

Local Needs 

More fields are needed, and those that exist need to be refurbished and made more playable. This 
requires refurbishment of Shiloh, additional fields and conversion of some existing fields to 
artificial turf. Turf will allow unlimited use for games and practice. Rectangular fields and 
diamonds are rec0mmended for conversion.  

Outside �pportunities 

Every field must be tournament friendly. They must have appropriate dimensions and equipped 
with all of the features demanded by tournaments: Lights, scoreboards, proper fencing, covered 
and protected dugouts, properly conditioned and maintained surfaces, etc. 

There should be sufficient fields for tournaments. Ten rectangular fields, eight softball fields, and 
perhaps as many baseball fields will make it possible to host medium sized events (100 or so 
teams). 

The fields will need to be scheduled each year to permit outside uses. These should be known 
prior to the assembly of the yearly schedule late in the preceding year. 

It is important to recognize the degree of organization among local sports leagues and 
clubs. This speaks well for the assembly of local organizing committees and/or for the 
creation of locally controlled events that will attract visiting teams and serve as fund 
raising programs. 

General 	actors 

Affordability is a key. There are only limited funds available. Current facilities are over-used. This 
suggests conversion of some fields and diamonds to artificial surfaces. It is much more 
economical to convert several existing fields to turf than it would be to build new turf or grass 
fields on unimproved property. 

The benefits produced by an expansion and improvement of sports facilities will be felt 
throughout Rankin County and beyond. Brandon itself is currently unable to accommodate more 
than a small portion of the visitors. 

Additional funding would leverage the effectiveness of the first $8 million. Investing $10 
to $12 million in these improvements would dramatically increase the beneficial impacts 
of each outside event. 

If a 100 team event could produce $1.5 million in direct visitor spending, a 150 team event 
should deliver 50% more, or about $2.25 million. 
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It is recommended that a complete financial analysis be performed to project the future 
operational performance from the changes recommended. This analysis could assist in 
determining change-offs between field conversion and construction. Building new fields in a new 
location equals the development of a new park, with the entire infrastructure required. 

It will be important to keep in mind the desires among residents for more park space. Sports fields 
are not enough. Passive recreation space is needed. Walking trails, benches, picnic areas, shady 
areas, and open space for a variety of activities are among the needs expressed through the survey 
of residents. Basically, it will be necessary to plan a park around each cluster of new fields and 
diamonds. 

One more facility should be mentioned: the new Storm Safe Building will lend itself to use. It is 
located next to the equestrian/multi-purpose arena. It would make an excellent site for a pre-
tournament meeting and any other activity that can be suspended when threatening conditions 
develop. 

Among the next steps are finalizing the scope of the project and then analyzing the financial 
ramifications. 
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BACKGROUND AND EARLIER STUDIES 

This report examines the benefit to local users and visitors of new and improved sport fields and 
diamonds.  It focuses on the sports emphasized in earlier investigations and from interviews 
conducted by the NASC with leaders in amateur sports, government officials, and the private 
sector (planners, architects, and consultants).    

The focus is on venues for outdoor sports: 

x Fast pitch softball
x Baseball
x Soccer (and other sports conducted on rectangular fields)

Other sports were considered, as well: football, flag football, lacrosse, rugby and sports that could 
be played on rectangular fields.  It is likely that local users will benefit the most, at least initially. 
As new hotels are developed, the amount of overnight stays will increase, as will the beneficial 
impacts of increased spending. 

The purposes of this Market Analysis are to determine the most appropriate elements to include 
in modifications to existing and new venues and to support these conclusions. 

Prior to engaging the NASC, the city undertook a study concerning sport and recreational 
facilities and economic development through youth sports. Additionally, a potential economic 
impact study for a proposed sports park was conducted with the assistance of the Central 
Mississippi Planning and Development District. 

This March, 2012 study, Potential Economic Impacts of a Proposed Sports Park in Brandon, MS, by 
Brian Richard, Ph.D. focused on comparison of local potential compared to other Central 
Mississippi communities.  The concept studied was a single complex including 17 baseball/softball 
and 20 soccer fields. An assumption was that events would attract visitors from Mississippi and 
the balance of the Southeast. 

In February, 2013, the Economic Development Council and Planning Commission for Brandon 
Mississippi undertook a review of about ten sports facilities in eight states to determine what 
kinds of new venues might be considered or improvements that could be made to existing venues 
should the prepared food tax be approved.  

Please refer to Appendix I – To Bolster Family Tourism for a New York Times article on 
Elizabethtown Sports Park, one of the facilities visited.  

Local stakeholders who know and travel to other locales for competition were helpful in selecting 
the venues to visit. This review was an important step in making the case to Brandon citizens that 
travel of visiting teams to the Brandon area could provide an important component to economic 
development. The visits were made by city officials and key stakeholders. 
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Additionally, the city engaged local professionals in architecture and sport venue design to 
produce supporting materials for master-planning the new sport venue at Rankin Trails Park and 
renovations and improvements and modifications at Shiloh Park. 

Finally, site plans were prepared to demonstrate how the parks could be redeveloped. These site 
plans reflect the learning gathered during the site visits. They remain an excellent guide to follow 
during the Financial Analysis.  

This Market Analysis takes into account the results of these surveys and presentations. We have 
not attempted to duplicate the methods employed in these studies. Some of the data obtained is 
reproduced herein. 
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DEMOGRAPHICS 
 
The City of Brandon is located in Rankin County. Rankin is the county immediately east of Hinds 
County, the home county of Jackson, Capitol of Mississippi. The five county Jackson Metro Area 
has  a  population  of  about  550,000.  Jackson’s  population  is  about  175,000 and declined from the 
2000  Census.  Rankin  County  has  a  population  of  about  142,000  and  Brandon’s  population  has  
grown to about 22,000, up significantly from the 2000 Census. 
 
The City of Brandon and Rankin County will be the source of day-to-day users. Visiting teams or 
competitors can ultimately be expected from as far as 9-10 hours away. 
 
It is not surprising to note a decline in population of Jackson and an increase in Brandon. This 
pattern is seen in many areas where a portion of the city population chooses to move to more 
suburban areas. Nonetheless, it indicates the need for the city to provide more recreational 
opportunities.  
 
Another  encouraging  factor  for  the  proposed  project  is  the  median  income  of  Brandon’s  residents  
compared to the United States and Mississippi (all rounded from the 2010 Census): 
 

x Brandon median income  $63,000 
x United States  $58,000 
x Mississippi  $39,000 

 
This can indicate a higher than average amount of disposable income for recreation. 
 
Additionally, only about 3000 of Brandon’s  population  of  22,000  are  over  65.  Younger  ages  are  
more frequent users of recreational facilities. It should also be noted that members of the Boomer 
generation, now in the process of reaching retirement age, are the first generation that has been 
exposed continually to the benefits of an active lifestyle. These are positive indicators of the need 
for additional recreational opportunities. 
 
It is important to note that the Southeastern United States is the leading region for sports event 
travel in the United States. The primary reasons are accessibility from the Northeast and Midwest, 
coupled with a reasonably mild climate and extended growing season. 
 
This combination provides opportunities for almost year-around competition. 
 
Because the area is so accessible to most of the population of the Eastern United States, teams will 
look for the chance to go south in late winter and early spring. Multi-field complexes are exactly 
what these teams, family and friends are looking for to jump start the season back home. 
 
This can mean spirited competition between destinations. It also means more opportunities due 
to the larger population bases from which to draw visitors. 
 
So, Brandon is a drive destination but also by air through Jackson. This fly/drive combination 
gives flexibility to those considering one destination over another.  
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Brandon has a growing population with a large percentage of young people with more than an 
average amount of income. It is also easy to reach from anywhere in the region and from the 
Midwest and Northeast. 
 
The issue of accessibility becomes even more important as the report turns to other 
characteristics of the sports travel industry. 
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THE SPORTS EVENT TRAVEL MARKET 
 
In the late 1980’s,  fewer  than  40  cities  were  competing  to attract sports events. In 2014 there are 
more than 440 markets represented by host organizations. Events are pursued primarily by sports 
commissions, convention and visitors bureaus, chambers of commerce, hotels and hotel chains, 
and colleges and universities.  
 
Fortunately, more and more events become available for bid every year. And, more and more 
communities are either creating events or helping existing events grow by attracting more and 
more visiting teams. 
 
The types of events fall into two categories: 
 
          1.  Ticketed events (1.e. state championships held in Jackson). 
          2.  Participant based events (i.e. USSSA events at Shiloh Park). 
 
The primary focus of this study is participant events. These events bring athletes, officials, family, 
and friends for the duration of the competition. These  trips  often  become  “mini-vacations”  that  
permit visits to area attractions before or after the competition. To that end it is always important 
to stress additional things to do while in the area. 
  
Participant events usually do not require substantial seating, especially in the early rounds. Even 
championships can be conducted with limited seating. 
 
Participant based events can be broadly defined by whether they are bid upon or are locally 
developed to attract visiting teams, competitors, family and friends. They can also include team 
events like baseball or individual pursuits like running or cycling. 
 
Three recent surveys of bid cities throughout the United States suggest the total amount of direct 
visitor spending from amateur sports events has risen to about $8.3 billion. It is important to note 
economic impact would be higher. 
 
The following observations are important to an understanding of your ability to capture room 
bookings for sporting events. 
 

1. A knowledgeable sales staff and venue management that has contacts in the 
amateur sports industry 

2. The ability to assemble a group of local volunteers to help evaluate an event before 
bidding.  

3. A room contribution system when required and a way to capture the revenues. 
4. A  method  to  protect  room  blocks,  maybe  even  a  “stay  to  play”  policy. 
5. The difficulty in knowing exactly who will be coming before the normal cutoff 

(qualifying events may not be over in time to meet the deadline). 
6. Hotels  that  “go  it  alone”  often  have  difficulty  assisting  with  event  operations. 
7. Local organizing committees are needed for many events. 
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8. Do not be surprised if teams will select hotels outside the city to save on hotels, 
even with increased fuel costs. 

9. Limited service (or select service) properties may have difficulty committing rooms 
a year or more in advance. 

10. No one, including the competition, resolves all of these issues all of the time. 
 
Successful pursuit of this market does require an understanding of all of the local needs for each 
event. A good way to gather this information begins with the early and continual involvement of 
your local sports community. Brandon has started down this road with the recent involvement of 
stakeholders. 
 
Also, the number and condition of sports venues determines the type of events that might be bid 
upon or created locally to attract visitors. It is not enough to have multiple numbers of fields. 
Each must be designed to be tournament friendly and maintained in excellent condition. 
 
Important: Owners of sports facilities are not primarily concerned with generating room nights and 
visitor spending. They did not design and build for the market (except for ordinary use for school 
and/or league competition) and do not concern themselves with issues of condition or availability 
that could be troubling to local organizers attempting to schedule them for an event. 
 
There has been a good deal written and said about the sports event travel industry. Please refer to 
Appendix II – Small-Scale Event Sports Tourism for a considerable amount of useful detail on the 
value to a community of utilizing existing facilities to host events that attract visiting teams. This 
report is a formal university case study  on  our  industry…the  first  ever conducted. 
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VISITOR SPENDING/ECONOMIC IMPACT 
 
The primary element (most will say the only element) in economic impact is visitor spending.  
When people travel to a destination, the money left behind is new to the market.  These dollars 
produce economic impact. 
 
When residents of the area spend during the same event, this spending is treated as part of the 
economic activity in the area.  It is assumed these dollars would have been spent locally in 
another way.  They are not new dollars. They are redirected dollars. 
 
Interestingly, when local teams travel to distant locales, the money spent on the trip is lost to the 
home economy.  It should be obvious that teams will want to travel a portion of each year.  If, 
however, there are enough local facilities to host more tournaments, some of the trips will 
become unnecessary. 
  
Everyone agrees that having a substantial number of overnight visitors is a good thing.  Sports 
events have become increasingly effective and dependable ways to produce visitor spending. 
The NASC conducted a 2011 study with the University of Arizona of 35 events in 31 communities. 
The average direct spend per person was estimated at $208/person over the 35 events. The daily 
spending estimates ranged from below $100 to more than $300. We will use $125 in our estimates 
as a way to demonstrate potential impacts. 
 
In the early years at least, most of the impact from visitors will be felt outside Brandon. 
 
In recognition of the growing importance of sports event travel, some cities are investing in new 
sports facility development with twin goals. It should be very obvious by now that cities want the 
additional visitor spending. The other part of the facility development process is the beneficial 
impact on residents.  More fields and courts allow greater participation. When participation rates 
increase, everyone benefits from increased fitness and the potential for visitor spending. 
 
Since the amount of visitor spending and its beneficial impact on the local economy are so 
important to host organizations (sports commissions, convention and visitors bureaus, etc.) there 
is understandable anxiety any time the right facilities are unavailable, either due to scheduling, 
costs, or condition. 
  
Every host organization must deal with these problems, and often the solution is not to bid. It 
may be possible to defer to a later date or year, but fixing what might be needed is a more 
complex issue because it can involve school boards, city or county government, colleges and 
universities, or private owners. 
 
An example of the most common way to compute an estimate of direct visitor spending is as 
follows: 
 

x 100 soccer teams arrive for an event at Shiloh Park 
x Each team has 15 players 
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x These players are accompanied by 35 other persons (family and friends) for a total of 40 
persons per team 

x Each team spends three nights in the area 
x Each person spends an average of $125/day on their share of lodging and their own meals 

and shopping 
x Forty persons would spend $5000/day (40 x $125) 
x One hundred teams would spend about $500,000 (100 x $5000) 
x About $1.5 million in estimated direct visitor spending could be produced if all 100 teams 

were from outside the area and stayed three nights. 
 
It is evident that several such events could quickly begin to add to the amount of new dollars 
entering the economy, all of which would be taxed. 
 
For every 100 team tournament, approximately $1.5 million could be spent by those 
visitors.  
 
This will inject significant new dollars into the area, including in Flowood, Pearl, and Jackson.  
 
Ten tournaments of the same size may produce $15 million in direct visitor spending. 
 
All of this direct spending will be taxed, directly benefitting each municipality, county, 
and the State of Mississippi. 
 
The NASC has studied the issue of economic impact for many years. The most reasonable 
multiplier to apply to direct visitor spending is 1.7. This takes into account the way a dollar new to 
the local economy is spent and then redistributed in the form of local wages, then used again to 
purchase groceries, etc. 
 
So, ten events with a multiplier of 1.7 could produce an estimated economic impact of 
$22.5 million! 
 
Over five years the same calculations suggest the possibility of almost $100 million in new 
impact. 
 
These results suggest the wisdom of investment in new facilities that can attract teams. 
 
Please refer to Appendix III – Tourist Towns for helpful information on how park and recreation 
departments are partnering with convention and visitors bureaus to produce economic impact. 
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INTERVIEWS, VISITS AND INDUSTRY RESEARCH 
 
Interviews and site visits took place between September 25 and 27, 2013.  Prior to the visit, the 
Mayor’s  office  coordinated  the  selection  of  individuals  to  be  interviewed  and  the site visits to 
existing facilities and potential locations. Additionally, the NASC visited with the head of the 
Mississippi Development Authority and the Director of Mississippi Tourism in order to gauge 
their interest in the project. Interviews included: 
 

x Mayor, City of Brandon 
x Political leaders in Brandon and Rankin County 
x School board officials 
x Elected state officials 
x Representatives from Rankin First Economic Development Authority 
x Brandon Parks and Recreation staff 
x Professional planners and architects 
x Individual sport stakeholders 

 
The interviews with sport stakeholders focused on: 
 

x High school football 
x High school baseball 
x High school soccer (boys and girls) 
x Travel soccer (boys and girls) 
x High school tennis 
x Mississippi Soccer Association 
x High school fast pitch softball 
x Travel fast pitch softball 
x Travel baseball 
x High school basketball (boys and girls) 

 
During the interviews and site visits other sports were identified with development potential. In 
the meantime they could add to local quality of life for citizens and/or provide future 
opportunities for events that may grow enough to contribute to economic development through 
visitor spending: 
 

x Archery 
x Cross country 
x Adventure racing 
x Field sports like lacrosse, rugby, ultimate (Frisbee), etc. 
x Cycling events (mountain biking, criterions, 5K, 10K, and other distances) 
x Running events (5K, 10K, half and full marathons, etc.) 
x Triathlons/Biathlons 

 
Subsequent to the interviews and site visits a number of other steps were taken to clarify and 
collect information including telephone interviews, internet research, and a review of other 
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projects currently underway or completed in the recent past.. This review included the Economic 
Development Council and Planning Commission report:  Youth Sports as an Economic 
Development Tool.   
 
To seek additional citizen input on park elements that should be considered, a questionnaire was 
developed by the NASC. The mayor’s  office arranged distribution online and via other channels.   
 
Three similar questions were asked to determine the level of citizen support for items on the list 
and to determine other items they might want to see in their parks.  
 
The basic question was: What elements would you like to see included in planned improvements to 
existing parks or in new parks that might be constructed? 
 
Citizen respondents were asked to check all the recreational elements that appealed from a list of 
twenty. There were 349 respondents. They ranked walking and jogging trails, bathrooms, 
playgrounds, shaded seating, lighted ball fields, multi-purpose fields, picnic facilities, tree-shaded 
areas and convenient parking highly, confirming the results of earlier work.  
 
The covered outdoor basketball courts, a skateboard park, and mountain bike trails ranked 
lower…but  not  significantly  lower…than  the  listed  elements  associated  with  traditional  parks.  Dog  
parks, Frisbee golf, and fitness trails were also well supported. 
 
The respondents listed the proposed music stage/festival grounds and multi-purpose fields as 
desirable. 
 
Respondents  included  “other”  examples  of  items  they  wanted  to  see.  These  included  BBQ  pits,  grills,  
benches; paved rollerblading trails, toddler playgrounds, mile markers on trails and paths, water 
fountains and electrical outlets. 
 
Please make note of Appendix IV – Brandon Parks Study for additional information. The complete 
report covers 40 pages and is too long to include. 
 
During its interviews and site inspections, the NASC focused on determining whether sufficient 
community infrastructure, volunteer sport leadership, and sport diversity existed to underpin a 
long term and sustainable sport marketing effort.  It was further necessary to confirm that any 
current shortcomings could be overcome. 
 
Interviews were conducted to determine perceived needs for construction, operation, and 
maintenance of venues that could support local citizens, the primary sport travel market, and the 
secondary sport market.   
 
There is significant emphasis on the primary and secondary sport market, but it is important to 
understand that elements included in competition venues also benefit quality of life issues all 
year. 
 
The stakeholders recognized that for Brandon to recruit youth sport tournaments, a competitive 
edge would be needed.  Most interviewees wanted any new or modified venues to provide all the 
elements they find when they travel to sports complexes: 
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x Top quality competition fields, with excellent surfaces 
x Properly managed events 
x Elements that enhance spectator experience (some seating, shade, ample water supplies, 

permanent well-stocked concession stands, restrooms and sufficient parking and 
ingress/egress) 

x Well maintained during tournaments (trash removal, field grooming, clean restrooms 
and quality food) 

x Nearby amenities (hotels, restaurants, shopping) 
 

All  acknowledged  that  “championship  fields”  for each sport would produce a competitive 
advantage (fields equipped with ample seating, warning track, lighting, electronic scoring, press 
box and public address system and upgraded team seating, and possibly artificial turf). 
 
Baseball, fast pitch softball and soccer stakeholders also recognized that quality venues and well-
run programs offered another market:  sport showcases, exhibitions, and camps. These additional 
uses extend the beneficial impact of the venues. 
 
Note: It is important to observe that what follows is basically a wish list for each sport. Our 
recommendations will not include the accomplishment of every item on each list. Instead this 
should be regarded as an indication by knowledgeable people concerning what is needed. 
 
Fast Pitch Softball 
 
Profile of those interviewed:  Interviews with stakeholders included two categories:  Those 
primarily involved with elite travel teams, and those involved primarily with fast pitch at the high 
school level and below.  Additionally, interviews were held with the Brandon Parks and 
Recreation Department—the group responsible for year-around and short-term use agreements, 
maintenance and operation of all local recreation programs affiliated with the city. They are also 
responsible for operations and maintenance during tournaments and local games and league play. 
 
Current local volunteer and coaching for fast pitch softball:  There is a strong volunteer base 
involved  with  elite  travel  teams.    Although  a  formal  leadership  “pipeline”  has  not  been  established  
to insure on-going sustainability of existing teams (this is a common situation), growth in the 
number of travel teams continues. All persons interviewed believe a leadership base can be 
established assuming more facilities and better access.                                                                            
 
Currently used local venues:   The 17 baseball/softball fields at Shiloh Park support recreational 
and elite fast pitch softball.  The park also supports baseball, soccer, t-ball, adult slow pitch and 
adult dodge ball. Residents of Brandon and from nearby communities are permitted to participate 
in the youth softball programs  Nearby cities of like Pearl, Flowood, and others also allow 
Brandon citizens to participate in their programs. Local fast pitch softball programs range from 
6U through 16U.  The elite travel programs range from 8U (coach pitch) to 18U. The 10U and 12U 
teams have the highest levels of participation.  
 
The fields are heavily overused.  Maintenance and scheduling are difficult because of the demand.  
 
Use of Shiloh Park by baseball and softball creates conflicts that affect both programs. The parks 
and recreation department is challenged to keep up with demand. Seasonal demand determines 
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field use.  Three  fields  in  nearby  Byram  are  leased  to  support  Brandon’s elite fast pitch travel 
programs. 
 
Local high schools use their own fields.  A new fast pitch softball field has been added at Brandon 
High School. 
 
Current travel destinations: Teams from the three local travel elite fast pitch softball programs 
travel to tournaments throughout the Southeast US.  The cities noted include:  Hattiesburg, 
Gulfport, Brookhaven, McComb, and Tunica in Mississippi. Other destinations include 
Shreveport and Baton Rouge, LA (and nearby Zachary), and also Panama City Beach, FL. 
 
Interview-solicited venue design elements desired or to be avoided:   The local stakeholders would 
like to see a 6-field complex built for fast pitch softball only. Starting with four fields in the first 
phase with more added later would help.  They prefer skinned infields and would consider 
artificial turf.  No local fast pitch softball fields in the area currently have turf.  Two complexes in 
other Southeastern US cities, Zachary, LA and the Gulfport Sportsplex were noted as examples of 
the type of complex desired. 
 
Lighted fields, concessions stands, 4-5 rows of covered spectator seating for home and away 
spectators, safety netting in non-field-of-play  areas,  200’  fences,  dugouts  made  of  block  and  
fencing with double bench seating, with good scoreboards, and convenient parking near each 
field are all preferred features.  Playground equipment, splash pads for youth tournaments, but 
not high school tournaments, and air conditioned bathrooms, and shade were mentioned as 
needed amenities for spectator comfort. There should be ample separation between each field.   
 
Maintenance and storage areas are needed.  Areas to support umpires (changing room and 
meeting area), meeting space for tournament officials, coaches, etc. would be helpful.  This area 
could be above the concession stand and should have a good PA system, wireless internet access, 
and support website reporting of results and, if possible, live-streaming of games, results, etc. 
 
Interview-solicited competition advantage suggestions:  A championship field with additional 
seating and higher quality finishing touches, including a warning track around the outfield, would 
be important. Batting and pitching cages could be helpful competitive advantages. 
 
The high school fast pitch softball program currently competes in the MSSAA.  Finals events are 
split and held in both the north and south of the state (Gulfport, Hattiesburg, and Desoto County 
are examples of host sites).   
 
Brandon could be capable of hosting a combined state tournament with a stadium type field.  
Turf fields (at least for the stadium field) might also set the venue apart.  
 
In the fall, the fast pitch softball programs could host high school camps and showcase 
tournaments for college recruits for 14U and 16U.  College exhibitions and camps could also be 
included in this mix.  There is an issue with outfield dimensions: local users would prefer  200’  
fences. This is a preferred distance for fast pitch, particularly through high school. However, fields 
with  225’  fences  would  be  perfect  for  college  level  fast  pitch  and  youth  baseball.  More  discussion  
should take place on this issue. 
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Other comments to be considered:  Avoiding conflicts with local adult programs and baseball 
programs would be very important to these stakeholders. Teams are affiliated with USA Fastpitch 
Association (USFA).  They are willing to host more tournaments. Events they have hosted have 
enabled them to earn between $6,000 and $12,000 per event. This kind of fund raising means a 
great deal to a local organizing committee! 
 
Baseball 
 
Profile of those interviewed:  Interview participants primarily  focus  their  efforts  on  “select”  travel  
teams for age groups ranging from 8U to 14U.  High school baseball coaches and families are 
closely linked to these travel programs as well.  Recreational baseball participation (including T-
ball) occurs through the City of Brandon Parks and Recreation Department.   
 
Local teams and teams throughout Mississippi (ages 7-14) overwhelmingly affiliate with the 
United States Specialty Sports Association (USSSA) baseball program for sanctioning and events.   
Cal Ripken and Little League are two other organizations used by the travel elite teams.  High 
School age elite players and teams participate in leagues affiliated with Perfect Game, Baseball 
Factory, and the National Amateur Baseball Federation (NABF).   League and tournament play for 
older youth participants focus on scholarship opportunities for the players.  Local elite baseball 
stakeholders in Brandon fit this profile. 
 
Current local volunteer and coaching for baseball:  As with fastpitch softball, the volunteer 
coaching and other support has no  formal  “pipeline”  for  continued  leadership  beyond  the  parents  
of participants currently playing with the elite teams.  This is not seen as a problem as growth in 
elite travel participation continues to rise and parents in the program continue to be willing and 
able to assume leadership in the programs.  Note that local recreational baseball participation is 
considered to be declining.   
 
Currently used local venues:  All fields are heavily overused. Demand for space for practice, league 
play and tournaments assure less than satisfactory conditions. To help, private and area public 
schools permit use of their campus fields.  Some teams also play/practice in nearby communities, 
including Pearl and Flowood. 
 
Currently used state, regional and national venues:  Stakeholders noted they often travel to 
tournaments within a 200 to 250-mile radius of Brandon.  Some travel much further to camps, 
academies, and showcase tournaments in California, Florida, and Texas, among others.  
 
Teams from Brandon have participated  in  tournaments  at  ESPN’s  Wide World of Sports in 
Orlando, and also in Orange Beach, AL, Shreveport, LA, Snowden Grove, Birmingham, Tupelo, 
Atlanta, Oxford, and Memphis. 
 
Interview-solicited venue design elements desired or to be avoided:  To host large regional 
tournaments, stakeholders noted they would need at least 12 and as many as 20 fields.  This could 
mean up to five 4-field pinwheels.  One pinwheel of four fields would support local use (and be 
part of a large tournament).  The more local wear can be spread across multiple fields, the better 
they will be for tournaments. Each 4-wheel configuration should have the typical two-story 
building with concessions on the first floor and an upstairs area for PA, meeting room, officials’  
rest area, and meetings. 
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Fields should be well drained.  Some turf fields might be considered, but summer heat could be a 
concern.  All fields should be lighted and irrigated.  Portable mounds are important.  Covered 
bleacher seating for spectators along with shade structures for spectators using their own chairs is 
important.  Convenient parking close to the clusters of fields is always important because families 
bring their own chairs, tents and supplies and do not want to travel long distances from their car 
to the fields. It would be helpful if all maintenance equipment and supplies of clay, sand are 
placed conveniently. 
 
To assist in the development of  tournament play by all ages through high school it was suggested 
that field dimensions include: Three fields with  200’  fences;  two  fields  with  250’  fences;  four  fields  
with  225’  fences;  and  four  fields  with  300’  fences.    The  baseball  complex  should  be developed for 
players from ages 7-14 and high school players age 15-18. 
 
Dugouts for the teams should be covered and well ventilated, not crowded, and be designed not 
to allow parents in the bench area or to talk to the players.  Water fountains in the dugouts would 
be a plus.  Sunken dugouts should be avoided.  Safety netting above spectator areas would be an 
important safety issue. 
 
Well maintained surfaces are crucial to tournament play.  Grass outfields that smooth and free of 
dirt patches and weeds and well-groomed dirt infields are essential. Proper dragging and lining of 
fields between games and making sure that bathrooms, bleachers, and grounds are clean 
throughout the tournament are considered hallmarks of well-run tournaments and there should 
be a local staff large enough to meet this need.  
 
Interview-solicited competition advantage suggestions: Well-maintained batting and pitching 
cages—and several of them—would be a competitive plus.   
 
Access to streaming video on some or, at least, the championship field(s) would be a positive 
inclusion as many of the parks that Brandon will compete with have this capability.   
 
The concept of including a championship stadium with turf fields would be the kind of park 
element that could set apart Brandon from competitors.  It was suggested that possibly three such 
fields might be needed for baseball.  This would be an expensive step, but would make Brandon 
stand alone among competitive facilities. These should  have  permanent  pitchers’  mounds and the 
regulation  distance  from  home  of  60’  6”  with  permanent baselines, warning tracks, etc.  Other 
stadiums for younger age group tournaments and year-round play could have portable mounds 
and adjustable distances for the base paths. 
 
Other comments to be considered:  To compete with, the operations and facilities in Brandon need 
to  have  “wow  power.”    ADA  access  is  very  important  as  well. 
 
Sport complexes most noted by stakeholders as examples to follow include:  Snowden Grove in 
Southaven, Cordova, TN, East Cobb Baseball in Cobb County, GA, and Cypress Mounds in Baton 
Rouge, MS. A new development north of Atlanta comes on line the end of 2014. It will have 16 
artificial turf lighted fields in its initial phase and will be the headquarters for the Perfect Game 
baseball organization. 
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Year-around local citizen use opportunities:  With the development of the kind of baseball 
complex described, local programs can be added and expanded.  Field use can be monitored and 
rotation of field-use  can  now  allow  for  “resting”  fields  on  a  regular  basis.   
 
Recreational and elite baseball programs can flourish with these improvements. 
 
It is also recognized this is an aggressive list of requests. 
 
Soccer 
 
Profile of those interviewed:  The stakeholders interviewed included those that run local programs, 
high school, and leadership with Mississippi Soccer. 
 
Current local volunteer and coaching for soccer:  Club soccer for boys and girls is the driving force 
for elite and recreation soccer.  They also run the TOPS program for persons with disabilities and 
adult programs. There is no lack of leadership here.  The program is well-established and there 
are strong ties to the leadership of the Mississippi Soccer Association.    
 
There are currently about 840 players registered for the program and the TOPS program serves 
about 30 more. 
 
Currently used local venues:  Shiloh Park and Exchange Park are the two most used soccer venues 
in Brandon.  The latter is a privately run park owned by the Exchange Club. It has a use 
agreement with the youth soccer organization.  As with baseball and fastpitch softball, the soccer 
fields are heavily over-used.  
 
The plans created for a make-over of Shiloh Park call for addition of two new soccer fields and 
upgrades of seven fields now in use.  Two multi-purpose fields are also proposed or perhaps four 
more softball fields. 
 
Currently used state, regional and national venues:  The  elite  travel  teams  often  travel  to  Women’s  
Soccer USA tournaments in Birmingham, Baton Rouge, and Memphis.  High school finals are 
currently held in Clinton.  Local and regional tournaments are often held in Flowood and other 
nearby cities. 
 
Interview-solicited venue design elements desired or to be avoided: Important design and operations 
elements cited:  Clean permanent restrooms for participants and fans; 14-16 lighted and irrigated 
fields, well stocked concession stands, flexible seating capabilities, shaded areas, tournament 
operations center (pavilion or offices) for tournament staff, officials, etc.  Note that multi-purpose 
fields on the site could also be used for soccer, but to do so, crowning on the fields needs to be 
limited. 
 
Interview-solicited competition advantage suggestions:    One soccer stadium with amenities for 
fan  and  player  experience  would  be  the  exceptional  component  that  would  set  Brandon’s  soccer  
venue apart from others.  This could be either turf or well-groomed natural grass, but the turf 
would be unique and likely well received.  Nice air conditioned dressing rooms would be another 
asset that would set the park above others.  
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The complex would have a competitive advantage over fields throughout the state and would be 
in a position to host all levels and boys and girls high school tournaments, camps, showcase 
tournaments, and preseason exhibition games. Tri-state tournaments and state recreational 
league play with tournaments in the Division I and II would be the focus. 
 
Tennis  
 
Profile of those interviewed:  Conversations were held with high school, private school and USTA 
representatives.  Comments were also received from local citizens.   
 
Current local volunteer and coaching for tennis:  Tennis is focused in the schools, but there 
appears to be demand from citizens for adult and youth tennis.  Stakeholders stated that there are 
many tennis players in Brandon, but they must travel to other cities, in particular Jackson and 
Ridgeland. 
 
Local coaches and officials are willing to host 100 player adult tournaments. With a tennis 
complex of 12 to 14 courts they feel 1000 player tournaments could take place. This will require 
construction of an all new tennis facility. 
 
Currently used local venues:   Only three of the area high schools have tennis courts. No other 
venues are available.  
 
Currently used state, regional and national venues: Two venues were cited:  Ridgeland and Bridges 
Ten. High school play is limited due the small number of courts. As a consequence, only two or 
three matches take place during the season. 
 
Interview-solicited venue design elements desired or to be avoided:  With 12-14 lighted hard courts a 
Brandon Tennis Center could host high school, league play, and USTA tournaments for adults 
and juniors. 
 
Storage, bleachers, paved parking areas, shaded areas, and covered benches between the courts 
were mentioned as important elements.  
 
A pro shop with restrooms, dressing/shower areas, and meeting space for leagues and for 
tournament officials is also highly recommended. 
 
Interview-solicited competition advantage suggestions:  As described, this complex would have a 
competitive advantage over those found elsewhere in the state and region.  There are 6-10 USTA 
regional tournaments each year and 6-10 state tournaments. One important factor is the USTA 
player ranking system. To maintain a rank or to move up it is necessary for players to play! This 
fact provides a level of assurance to the city should the center be constructed. 
 
High schools are hosting their state tournaments in three locations.  All tennis divisions could be 
hosted in Brandon once a tennis center is in operation. 
 
Other comments to be considered:   
 
Year-around local citizen use opportunities:  Because of the lack of tennis facilities, this proposed 
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project would make it possible for residents to practice and play in Brandon. It would also spur 
development of more players. This means city residents will benefit greatly. 
 
Tennis offers potential if a complex of 10 to 12 or 14 courts can be provided. 
 
Additional Industry Research 
 
As a part of our research, the NASC commissioned Sports Marketing Surveys USA to determine 
the likely number of participants within specific distances from Brandon in each of the key sports 
identified. Sports Marketing Surveys is uniquely qualified to provide this information. They bare 
the research arm for the sporting goods industry in the United States. As such, they have created 
a very large number of survey participants (more than 40,000). These participants are engaged in 
the sports industry and know the trends to look for. 
 
We were interested in estimates of the number of participants by sport for casual participants and 
what are defined as core participants. Please refer to Appendix V – Brandon Area Conclusions for 
additional information. The estimates were requested for both types of participants in areas 
within  30  minutes  and  3,  6,  and  10  hours’  drive  time  of  Brandon. 
 
Please also note that definitions are provided for core participants. They range from 30 plus times 
a year for baseball to 26 plus times a year for fast pitch softball, soccer and archery to 21 plus times 
a year for tennis. These definitions are the result of several decades of study. 
 
As would be expected, there are fewer core participants than there are casual.  
 
For the purposes of this study, the estimates of core participants by sport by radii are most 
important. This is because it is the core participant who travels the most to compete in their 
sport. For example, the estimates for fast pitch are 2,444 core players within thirty minutes, 
26,040 within 3 hours, 134,943 at 6 hours, and 427,219 players at 10.  
 
Please also note that the estimated total number of participants in fast pitch softball within the 10 
hour  radius  is  727,158…300,000  more  players than core participants. The NASC regards these 
numbers as encouraging. A market exists for Brandon to tap into. These same calculations are 
included for baseball, soccer, archery and tennis. 
 
Fast pitch also exceeds national norms within each of these distances. Tennis, on the other hand, 
indexes below the national norm. This does not mean tennis is not an important sport. It only 
means it does not index as well. Frequent participants in tennis can make up for falling below the 
norm by their single-minded pursuit of weekly opportunities to play. 
 
Again, please refer to the appended report for more information. We believe these projections 
support the proposed complex. 
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REGIONAL COMPETITION 
 

It should be evident that tournament quality sports facilities exist in the areas that can produce 
the largest number of visiting teams. The most over-used  phrase  in  the  sports  travel  industry  is  “if  
you  build  it,  they  will  come.”  This  is  simply  not  true.  Teams  will  decide  not  to  come  to  Brandon  
for many reasons, including loyalty to existing venues. Time will be needed to fully establish 
Brandon as a major destination for sport. Most new complexes find they begin to reach a 
stabilized level of operation in years three and four. 

There are a number of destinations in Mississippi, Alabama and Louisiana that host soccer, 
baseball and fast pitch softball, the three sports most important to the Brandon project. What 
most of them are missing is critical mass: enough fields in one location to satisfy the event in 
question.  

Some of the cities that will be your competitors include: 

x Jackson 
x Hattiesburg 
x Gulfport/Biloxi 
x Meridian 
x Columbus/Starkville 
x Tupelo 
x Oxford 
x Southaven 
x Cleveland 
x Mobile 
x Gulf Shores/Orange Beach 
x Montgomery 
x Tuscaloosa 
x Birmingham 
x Decatur 
x Huntsville 

Each is a regional destination, most are members of the NASC, and all are engaged in the sports 
event travel industry.  

Your committee visited the complex in Southaven. The scope of that site is impressive. A 
challenge will be to develop your new fields (and the championship fields) and to create sales and 
service team that can compete on the basis of personal contacts and experience. 

Tupelo is an interesting example. That destination has the hotels, restaurants, shopping and 
additional things to see and do. They also have Ballard Park and the Sportsplex. Ballard has 16 
rectangular fields of varying sizes to serve the needs of various age and skill levels. The Sportsplex 
has 9 diamonds of varying dimensions.  
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All of these fields are in excellent condition. There is one championship field for soccer. It has a 
grass surface, lights, some permanent seating and concessions and restrooms. It is the kind of 
championship field that would be appropriate at Shiloh. 

Many Mississippi destinations (including Tupelo) chafe at the number of high school state 
championships held in Jackson. You should expect plenty of competition for these assignments. 

Another key factor to consider is the fact that Tupelo is not only developing new facilities. The 
leadership of the convention and visitors bureau took steps to be certain the people most involved 
in marketing Tupelo to the sports community are people with significant prior experience 
producing and developing sports events at the parks and recreation department and with regional 
colleges and universities. 

Tupelo also focuses a good deal of effort on creating events. 

Four cities are home to major NCAA Division I Universities (University of Mississippi, Mississippi 
State, Alabama, and UAB). This means they have a significant number of excellent on campus 
facilities. This means outside uses must take a back seat to campus related functions. It often 
means a lost sale. Park facilities, including fields and courts, are subject to some limitations as 
well. Each year a new schedule is created. If an outside event opportunity presents itself before 
the schedule is complete, the chances of accommodating the group increase. 

It will be exceptionally important to schedule outside events more than a year in advance, 
including on these proposed new fields. 

In order to compete effectively, Brandon needs the facilities and the knowledge, skill and contacts 
to develop opportunities to bid. 

It is also necessary to look to the creation of locally controlled, annual events as referenced above. 
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BIDDING ON AND CREATING EVENTS 
 

Cities will always be involved in the bid process. Some events that will produce excellent results 
(USSSA Regional Championships) can be obtained only through competitive bidding. The bid 
process usually involves incentives. These come in many forms: bid fees, guarantees, welcome 
packages,  no  cost  or  low  cost  rentals,  hospitality  events,  special  room  rates…the list goes on. 

If the perceived benefits can be identified, it makes sense to structure an agreement that reflects 
giving value to receive value. Your local clubs have been involved in event bidding. They have also 
created their own events. 

In the last ten years the NASC has seen a dramatic increase in the number of events created in 
cooperation with local interest groups. These events are created to help local clubs raise money, 
compensate site managers, and deliver visitors to hotels, restaurants, and retailers. 

The fastest way to increase room nights through sport is to assist locally developed events in their 
efforts to attract more visiting teams. At present one of the likely reasons is,  “not  enough  fields.” 

We estimate that as much as forty percent of all of the events designed to attract visitors are 
locally owned and controlled. Ten years ago the number might have been half that or even less. 

Although locally created events do attract travel teams, they are very useful for recreational teams 
that would not otherwise have the chance to travel. Recreational teams generally consist of 
younger players and the younger the player the more likely it is that the family and even friends 
will travel with them. 

Since the ages that have the highest percentage of people participating in team sports are between 
the ages of 10 to 12, and since more players play in recreation leagues than on travel teams, and 
because  more  people  travel  with  younger  players,  and  due  to  Brandon’s  interest  in  increasing  
room nights through  sports  travel…it  makes  sense  to  focus  on  recreational  players  between  10  and  
12 years old. 

Many destinations focus on elite competitions to the extent that events featuring less skilled 
players do not receive attention. These are the very events that can deliver the most visitors. 

Again, as important as it will be to develop excellent fields it will be equally important to have 
skilled and experienced staff on hand to make things happen. There are no exceptions to this rule. 
The NASC is unaware of a successful destination that failed to assign experienced personnel to 
key tasks. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
Current estimates are that the new tax, which was passed by residents to improve the quality of 
recreational facilities and produce economic development, may be sufficient to provide about $8 
million in new and refurbished recreation facilities. If additional funds are secured through the 
Mississippi Development Authority or other sources, even more fields and courts will produce 
more spending by visitors and more opportunities for local residents.  

Shiloh Park is an overused multi-field and sports park. It is an excellent park that has succeeded 
so  well  that  it  is  difficult  to  schedule  maintenance  and  “rest”  fields.  The  NASC  was  provided with 
copies of beautiful, well thought-through plans for its refurbishment and possible expansion. 
These plans show how more rectangular multi-purpose fields and/or more softball fields can be 
added by utilizing currently vacant land. 

Refurbishment alone will mean a great deal with resident users. Fortunately, improving its 
appearance and function also makes it more attractive to outside users. So, local needs are met 
and additional spending created by the same improvements. 

This does not resolve the issues with overuse. The conversion of the fields or diamonds in heaviest 
use to artificial turf will begin to resolve the issue. 

The first part of our recommendations is to refurbish Shiloh Park, add more rectangular fields or 
softball fields and convert as many fields as possible to turf.  

It is also recognized that additional baseball or softball diamonds are needed. These can be 
constructed on land that could be available in the vicinity of the Rankin County Multi-Purpose 
Building (Equestrian Center). Two four-field wheels (or four two field clusters) would offer 
excellent service to residents and also serve to attract tournaments. 

The equestrian center is underutilized. So much so that it is possible to drive up, park, stable 
horses and use the facilities at no charge. There  are  two  buildings:  one  that  is  about  575’  long  by  
132’  wide  and  another  that  is  144’  by  230’.  The  latter  has  a  very  high  ceiling  and  permanent  seats.  It  
is an equestrian arena that has a dirt floor, permanent seating, and is open on all sides. It does 
offer protection from sun and rain. It also appears in reasonable condition.  

The second building is about the same width but much longer with a lower ceiling. 

Because yards are used more frequently to describe an athletic field, the arena building floor is 
about 48 yards by 75 and the second is 190 yards by 44. Neither building is large enough for a full 
size soccer or football field. The arena building, with its higher ceiling, could be converted to 
artificial turf, get improved lighting and  general refurbishment, and become the first covered turf 
field in the county. It would be large enough for short-sided soccer games and perfect for early 
season baseball and softball practice. 

Adults, too, play 5-on-5 or 6-on-6 soccer and would use a covered field regularly (weekly if not 
daily). There is a trend in adult recreation to smaller size versions of traditional games. 

The longer building with a lower ceiling could contain batting cages and volleyball/basketball 
courts. The courts would need artificial surfaces  (Preferably  the  “SportCourt”  system  that  is  made  
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up of interlocking squares of plastic). This surface is the preferred surface for volleyball and can 
be used for youth basketball and all of the martial arts as well, as long as mats are put down. A 
covered building open on the sides could not have wooden floors because humidity and 
temperature differences would make them unusable. 

Conversations have taken place between the city and county on ownership and responsibility for 
these two buildings. If a transfer takes place, conversion to turf, cages, and courts would provide 
exceptional venues for younger players where field size and ceiling heights are less of a concern. 

These buildings would also be perfect for mini-soccer, Ultimate Frisbee, and the other non-
traditional sports many adults are turning to. Tighter schedules make for shorter games with 
fewer participants on less field or floor space. 

Please refer to Appendix VI – A Sporting Shift for information on some of the shifts in interest in 
adult recreation. 

As far as equestrian activities are concerned, the lack of use and presence of full service facility in 
Jackson should minimize disruption in programming. 

Costs:  

To build a new baseball field on unimproved land could cost in the range of $500,000 with lights 
and equipped for tournament play. To improve an existing field the cost could be closer to 
$150,000 if lights are present. 

To build a new turf soccer field on unimproved land (or rectangular field) would cost about $1.2 
million. Converting an existing field would be closer to $500,000 is the field is well drained. To 
convert more than one field at a time the cost per field will drop, perhaps as low as about 
$350,000 per field.  

So, $8 million would build eight new rectangular fields on a new site, 16 new baseball fields (a few 
more if softball), or four existing rectangular fields might be converted to artificial turf for about 
what one new field would cost on a new site, or $1.4 million based upon four conversions on the 
same site at the same time. 

At this point it seems the most conservative approach to costs is to plan on the $8 million. If more 
funds become available, additional construction can happen. 

To provide a sense for what one way the $8 million could be invested to meet local needs and 
attract more visiting teams is: refurbish Shiloh Park for perhaps $2 million, converting four 
rectangular fields at Shiloh for $1.4 million (4 times $350,000) and converting four softball fields at 
Shiloh to turf for $800,000 (4 at $200,000). 

In addition, the equestrian arena floor could be converted to turf for perhaps $275,000 (it will 
need curbing and removal of the existing dirt to allow the addition of a gravel and sand or gravel 
and asphalt base for the turf).  

Finally, it is recommended to build four new baseball fields in the area of the multi-purpose 
buildings for $2 million (4 times $500,000). 
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The potential investment could look like this: 

1. Refurbish Shiloh                                   $2.0 million 
2. Convert four fields                                 $1.4 million 
3. Convert softball                                       $0.8 million 
4. Convert arena floor                                 $0.275 million 
5. Four new baseball fields                       $2.0 million 
       Total                                                        $6.475 million 

 
The balance of $8 million, or $1.525 million, could be split between refurbishments at Shiloh and 
additional turf, courts and batting cages at the stable building. 

There are other ways to invest the funds. The advantage of this plan is a refurbished Shiloh Park, 
eight fields at Shiloh converted to turf, four new baseball fields on the Rankin First property, and 
possibly a covered turf field at the arena and another turf floor and batting cages in the stable 
building. 

Provision must also be made for refurbishment of the existing arena and stable building and a 
new access road and parking for the new baseball fields. 

Should additional funding become available four more baseball fields would make a major 
difference in the number of tournaments and a reduction in wear, and four more fast pitch fields 
at Shiloh would do the same. The baseball fields would cost another $2 million and the softball 
fields $1.2 million or so. For another $3.2 million significantly greater economic impact can be 
created for the area, as will be demonstrated in the Conclusions section. 

It is vital to note that these costs are rough estimates only. It may be necessary to reduce the plan 
somewhat to stay within budget and provide more new park space around each new set of fields or 
diamonds. 

A Proposed Approach to Organization and Marketing 
 

In the absence of a convention and visitors bureau an advisory committee could be established. 
Members could be appointed by  the  Mayor’s  Office,  The  Board  of  Alderman,  the  Rankin  County  
Commission, and school board. It will be important to include appointees from youth sports 
organizations and the park and recreation department. 

These appointees must be familiar with current activities involving the key sports of soccer, 
baseball, and fast pitch softball. 

Other organizations represented or with whom the committee will consult regularly are county 
and state financing personnel, Rankin First, and city and county departments (planning and 
development, etc.). 

Initially this group will have the responsibility of making sure new facilities meet tournament 
specifications and community needs.  Additionally, each stakeholder group should seek out and 
help the City find grants to support the development, operation, and maintenance of the venues. 
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They might also assist in developing a funding plan from other revenues sources managed by 
Rankin First and the Mississippi Development Authority.  It could develop shared use agreements 
with the school board and Rankin County, too.  To involve the private sector, the advisory 
members should also develop a private contribution plan to assist in its efforts. 

An important step that should occur soon is to have the City of Brandon join the National 
Association of Sports Commissions (NASC), and begin utilizing on-line and other NASC 
resources. 

Finally, as their efforts and the facilities mature, this advisory group should create a formal non-
profit organization very closely linked with the Brandon Parks and Recreation Department.  Once 
this formal group is formed, it would be very important to hire a well-trained sport marketing 
professional  to  lead  the  effort  and  hire  the  needed  staff  to  assure  Brandon’s  program  becomes 
sustained and successful on behalf of the city and the surrounding area. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
 
As the project moves forward there will be opportunities for cooperation between city and county 
government. Because all of Rankin County (and Metropolitan Jackson) will be impacted by 
outside events held at the expanded sports facilities, these opportunities should not be missed. 
 
One such opportunity relates to the current multi-purpose arena (equestrian center). The 
possibility of refurbishing the buildings and converting them into turf fields, courts and batting 
cages is intriguing and could produce a very unique combination of outdoor and protected fields.  
 
There is potential for obtaining state funding and incentives, foundation support and private 
sector involvement.  Economic development funding from the Mississippi Development Authority 
could come in the form of site improvements, property acquisition, and infrastructure 
improvements including roads, water, electrical, sewage and other improvements. 
  
The biggest impact from visitor spending will be felt outside the City of Brandon.  This will 
happen due to the small number of rooms in Brandon. 
 
What Brandon does have is land, location, funding, and the desire to improve and increase its 
recreational facilities to the benefit of residents and visitors that will stay throughout the broader 
area, with an emphasis on Rankin County. 
 
We anticipate that growth in tournament hosting opportunities will open doors for economic 
development from tournament visitors. Spending on housing, food and other retail transactions 
will produce new dollars and additional tax revenues for cities, counties and the state. 
 
It has been demonstrated that hosting ten tournaments a year that attract 100 visiting 
teams each could produce an estimated $15 million a year in direct, taxable visitor 
spending and as much as an estimated $22.5 million in economic impact.  
 
If $8 million is invested by the City of Brandon, and if The State of Mississippi provides 
additional funding, it appears clear such an investment will produce exceptional long 
term economic benefit, with almost $100 million in economic impact every five years. 
 
Please refer to Appendix VII – Hoteliers Score Business for information on the beneficial impact on 
hotels of the sports event travel industry. 
 
The recommendation has been made to focus initial effort though an advisory committee. 
Ultimately responsibility can shift to the parks and recreation department or perhaps to a county 
convention and  visitor’s  bureau.  In  any  case,  those  assigned  to  manage  the  effort must be familiar 
with every aspect of the sports event travel industry. 
 
Membership in the National Association of Sports Commissions will provide the advisory 
committee with the information and contacts necessary to create a successful marketing plan. 
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Hoteliers Score Business with Sports Groups 
 

By Eric B. Hansen 

Eric B. Hansen, AIA, ISHC is the Director of Development Services for Hotel & Leisure Advisors, a 

national hospitality consulting firm. Mr. Hansen is active in preparing appraisals, market feasibility 

studies, economic impact studies, property condition assessments, and impact studies for hotels, 

resorts, waterparks, sports facilities, golf courses, conference centers, and other leisure properties. Mr. 

Hansen offers more than 18 years of experience in the hospitality industry. As a hospitality consultant 

with a foundation in consulting, architecture, financial management, and appraisal theory, Mr. Hansen brings well 

rounded expertise to various H&LA assignments and assists H&LA clients with their pre-development, consulting, and 

valuation needs. 

 

After numerous and varied experiences while traveling personally for youth sports events and completing several 

recent feasibility studies for hotels and resorts with sports facilities, it is clear that the relationship between the sports 

travel industry and the hospitality industry is significant. In order to understand this relationship, trends in sports 

participation, with particular attention paid to trends in sports spending, need to be analyzed. Weekday versus 

weekend group demand at hotels and the sports group consumer's attitude toward the entire 'travel-for-tournament' 

experience are important issues in preparing a hotel feasibility study or a sports facility feasibility study. 

 

 

TRENDS IN SPORTS PARTICIPATION 

Each year, the Physical Activity Council (PAC) produces a Sports, Fitness and Leisure Activities Topline Participation 

Report that is a result of the partnership of six major trade associations within the U.S. sports, fitness, and leisure 

industries. Each association partner produces detailed data on its specific areas of expertise, and submits its overall 

participation data to this "topline" report. These six associations are the International Health, Racquet and Sportsclub 

Association (IHRSA), The National Golf Foundation (NGF), The Outdoor Foundation (OF), The SnowSports Industries 

America (SIA), The Sports and Fitness Industry Association (SFIA) and the Tennis Industry Association (TIA) in 

collaboration with the United States Tennis Association (USTA). The major focus of the report is to "establish levels of 

activity and identify key trends in sports, fitness and recreation participation in the U.S." Hotel & Leisure Advisors is a 

member of the Sports and Fitness Industry Association (SFIA), which publishes various research reports. 

 

According to the recently released 2013 Sports, Fitness and Leisure Activities Topline Participation Report, 28% of the 

http://www.hospitalitynet.org/columnist/148001557/ericbhansen.html


population of Americans age 6 and older are inactive, meaning that 72% of Americans are active. The report breaks 

down the number of active Americans based on low- to high-calorie activities and beyond. The results of the study 

indicate a figure of 33% of Americans or 94.8 million individuals age 6 and older are active to a healthy level and 

beyond. 

 

 
 

Who among the 94.8 million are most likely to travel for sports on the weekends and require lodging 

accommodations? This demographic includes those who participate in team sports, and typically those who are 

identified as "core" participants. A core participant is an individual who engages in his/her particular sport at a higher 

level than casual play. The core participant includes the regular and frequent player. The industry definition of what 

constitutes a core participant varies with each sport. The following chart identifies growth rates in various team sports 

for core participants. 

 

Out of the 24 team sports where participation is tracked by the SFIA, nine have achieved positive average annual 

growth rates across the five-year period. A total of 15 team sports achieved positive growth rates in 2012 over 2011. 

Of the team sports with more than a million participants, most notable increases were achieved in cheerleading, ice 

http://www.hospitalitynet.org/picture/153046291.jpg


hockey, fast pitch softball, and beach volleyball. Participation growth has been trending positive in all the team sports 

with less than a million participants, including field hockey, lacrosse, roller hockey and rugby, identifying these sports 

as potential growth areas. The above chart is a snapshot of the entire United States. Within certain geographic 

locations, the growth trends for a particular sport can vary greatly. A site-specific study can determine the strongest 

growth trends for a particular team sport in a given region. For example, the Middle Atlantic region is a hotbed for the 

sport of lacrosse, capturing more than 45% of all lacrosse participation in the U.S., according to the SFIA. 

 

TRENDS IN SPORTS SPENDING 
Spending patterns related to sports, fitness, and leisure activities are another key component to understanding the 

relationship between the hospitality industry and the sports travel industry. The 2013 Sports, Fitness and Leisure 

Activities Topline Participation Report profiles spending trends in 12 categories. Of interest to hoteliers are the 

categories of spending in "Team Sports Outside School" and "Travel to Take Part in Sports & Recreation." These two 

categories match the profile of the sports participants who engage in their sport with enough frequency and 

dedication to travel beyond their home area to participate. The following chart identifies the spending trends of those 

who spend money on sports in these two categories. 
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The percent figures shown in the categories of actual spending and planned spending are based on the percent of 

overall spending; i.e. the percentage figures reflect only those that actually spent or planned to spend money on 

sports. Over the two-year period, overall spending for "Team Sports Outside of School" increased from 28.5% to 

30.7%. This increase was the direct result of participants spending more in 2012 than they did in 2011. This category 

includes club play with potential year-round commitments. In the category of "Travel to Take Part in Sports & 

Recreation," the overall spending between 2011 and 2012 decreased slightly from 33.4% to 33.0%. Statistically, this is 

considered "flat." This decrease was reflected in minimal decreases in two of the three spending categories. Forecast 

trends for 2013 indicate planned increases in spending for both categories. 

 

Considering trends in both team sport participation as well as spending, the future for core sports participants to 

spend money outside their local community on items such as lodging accommodations is promising. Recent interviews 

for feasibility studies our firm has conducted reveal parents with child athletes recognize trends toward sports 

specialization early on with increased levels of commitment to participate in club and travel-related programs. Parents 

are providing better experiences for their child athletes than they had themselves. 

 

LODGING DEMAND FOR SPORTS GROUPS 
While local league play provides for the majority of revenue at a sports complex or venue, a significant source of 

additional revenue can be made through the offering of tournaments and showcase events. It is through these events 

that sports group demand is generated for the local lodging accommodations. Tournaments and showcase events are 

typically multiday events that have a broad economic impact on a particular area and/or region. The National 

Association of Sports Commissions (NASC) was established in 1992 as the lead association for the sports travel 

industry. As its mission the association "provides an outlet for communication between sports commissions, CVBs, 

event rights holders, and suppliers to the sports and travel industry." According to the NASC's 2012 Report on the 

Sports Travel Industry, there is a synergistic relationship between sports commissions and CVBs because sports 

commissions "are interested in attracting and producing sports events" while CVBs place more importance on the 

generation of room nights. These two types of organizations work hand in hand. With more than 600 organizations as 

members of the NASC, the sports travel industry is big business. Many of the CVBs that we have interviewed across the 

country either work with their local sports commissions (if they exist) or leverage their region's specific inventories of 

sports venues and amenities to address the needs of the sports industry from a tourism point of view. Those hotel 

properties that do not embrace the sports tourism market are missing out on potential revenue that if managed 

properly can be a significant source of a hotel's success. 

 

Hotel & Leisure Advisors' research of lodging demand for sports groups indicates that significant compression occurs 

centric to the sports venue hosting the event. Booking rooms at properties more than 45 minutes from the 



tournament venue in order to accommodate a large block of rooms is not uncommon. Many tournament organizers 

will arrange packages with preferred hoteliers providing ease of booking and coordination for tournament participants 

and their families. The manner (room rebates, stay-to-play, etc.) in which local hotels are engaged in the sports travel 

industry is a discussion beyond the scope of this article. 

 

Another key aspect to sports group demand is that the typical weekend youth sports participant is traveling with 

his/her parents as well as siblings. The opportunity exists to capture more per capita spending at a property through its 

food and beverage and sundry outlets. Some hoteliers we have interviewed have reported that the sports group 

market is not a good fit for their properties, and the weekend youth that arrive and depart are more of a hassle than 

they are worth. However, our research shows that hotels can gain occupancy points and additional departmental 

revenue from sports groups. 

 

THE SPORTS GROUP LODGING EXPERIENCE 

Sports group consumers are prudent spenders. Like other typical consumers they seek the best deal available to make 

their discretionary purchases last. Sports group consumers are also seeking more than just a hotel room. Many parents 

who have made the decision to travel for their child's sport activities also take the opportunity to view the weekend 

travel as a mini vacation, and don't necessarily want the rock-bottom experience. 

 

Both limited-service and full-service properties have amenities and offerings that when tailored to the expectations of 

the sports group consumer result in travel experiences that are memorable. Successful hoteliers in the sports group 

market recognize the weekday-weekend shift that occurs in hotel operations due to having a sports team on property. 

Our interviews with hoteliers and the sports group consumer reveal several interesting issues that are central to the 

relationship between the sports group consumer and the lodging property. 

x Location and proximity to the sports venue is a key aspect for the sports group consumer. The hotel that can 

provide clear, concise, preprinted directions and accurate travel times to the venue(s) can alleviate early-morning 

angst for teams. In order to properly ensure this happens, hotel operators should understand the weekend event 

inside and out, to the point of potentially having live updates for schedule changes, results, etc. The more informed 

the hotel is regarding the event, the better prepared it is to assist teams in managing their weekend schedules. 

 

x Food and beverage spending is another key aspect in the relationship. While limited-service properties typically 

include breakfast, full-service properties that offer sit-down breakfast in their restaurant can shift their focus by 

providing a lower-cost breakfast buffet service on the weekends. Likewise, offering a team a lower-cost family 

pasta buffet is another option that can keep the revenue in house and provide an efficient method for team meals. 

In addition, hotels that leverage their relationships with local restaurants to provide delivery services and catering 



can be a benefit to sports group consumers. 

 

x The ability for a team to have its own space within a hotel property is another amenity that is desirable among 

sports groups. This is typically a meeting room that is properly booked and scheduled so that teams can use it for a 

variety of reasons such as team meetings, receptions, and/or private dining (buffet) options. This amenity is 

popular with club-level organizations that bring multiple teams of various age levels to tournaments. As another 

example of dedicated team space, one hotel we interviewed has purposely built oversized storage areas on each 

floor to accommodate team equipment. Upon check-in the team manager is given the key to the storage room and 

all team gear is stored there for the duration of the stay. The storage room concept keeps the gear out of the guest 

rooms and increases efficiency for the team prior to their scheduled games. It also reduces wear and tear on the 

guest rooms. 

 

x Several properties we've interviewed take the sports group experience to the next level through a simple gesture of 

team recognition with welcome placards. One director of sales at a full-service property stated that they cross-

reference their sports group guests with their brand loyalty membership to identify and recognize corporate brand-

loyal customers returning as leisure guests. In addition, some hoteliers secure team discounts for other local leisure 

attractions and activities within the market. These gestures are viewed as value added to the guest experience. 

 

The points of consideration outlined above are those that have risen to the top in our research and feasibility studies 

within the sports group market. It is not only the hotel experience, but the overall local experience that plays a role in 

determining future participation in a specific sports tournament or event. 

 

SUMMARY 

While not as experienced as typical corporate travelers, sports group consumers are becoming more sophisticated 

when it comes to desired amenities from their lodging accommodations. It is important to embrace sports group 

consumers in a manner that will keep them coming back year after year. The trend in traveling for youth sports events 

will likely continue to increase because parents with dedicated and committed athletic children are now engaged on a 

year-round basis with their child's primary sport. Hoteliers who recognize these sports participation trends can achieve 

higher revenue and attract new demand segments. 
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